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FROM START-UP TO SECONDARY MARKETS
Greetings from PRSSB!
Last month, we talked about Why Markets continue to perform inspite of the
Economy being subdued. The Markets have not only showed resilience, but the
benchmark indices have touched all time highs with Sensex crossing 58000 and
Nifty crossing 17300 levels.
What has caught everyone's attention is the Zomato IPO and enthusiastic IPO
Market that is slowly starting to fizzle down.
In this edition of the newsletter, we try to decode for you the reasons behind the
overheated IPO market, the upcoming IPOs of the very successful start ups and
what should you as an Investor do.

The real enthusiasm for investing in the Start ups is coming from the Retail
investors. We believe there are 3 primary reasons for them :
In August last year, when the NIFTY was around the 11000 odd levels,
many retail investors anticipated the Index to fall. The enthusiasm for
investment in the IPO market is because many retail investors missed a
large part of this rally in Benchmark indices and are investing in IPO
Markets now.
New Age Businesses were earlier accessible only to the Venture
Capitalist community. These are now starting to enter the Secondary
markets providing investors to own such new age businesses.
Many of these new age businesses have aggressively used Technology to
garner large Market Share.
By the way, PRSSB Ltd provides you all the information about the
upcoming/open IPOs including its Business, Valuation and the important
metrics you should track. You can access the same by following :
www.prssb.com > Markets > IPO > New Issue Monitor or simply clicking HERE.

There are handful of frenzy IPOs in the coming months including the likes of :
Paytm
LIC
Policy Bazaar
PharmEasy
Nykaa
Mobikwik

SOME INTERESTING IPO FACTS (2021)
Highest Listing Day Gain = Chemcon Specialty (115%)
Highest Listing Day Loss = Nuvoco Vistas (-17.4%)
Most Subscribed IPO = MTAR Tech (200.8 times)
Least Subscribed IPO = Macrotech Developers (1.4 times)
Biggest IPO in Size = Zomato (Rs 9375 Cr)
Highest Gain since Listing = Nureca Ltd (313%)
Highest Loss since Listing = Suryoday Small Fin Bank (-49%)

3 MOST important developments of August 2021
6 Lakh crore Asset monetization by Govt of India - The Govt of India plans
to monetize assets and generate revenue from the same. This could improve
the sentiment around Disinvestment target as well, not that it would
materially have an impact on the same. The target is ambitious and could
generate a lot of employment and efficiency around the assets that are going
to be monetized like Roads, Gas pipelines, Railway Stations, Airports etc.
Nifty at 17000+ - Nifty is at an all time high of 17000+ and the sentiments
continue to remain strong. However, our sense is that the index would
consolidate a bit and some amount of Profit booking would happen at higher
levels, keeping the index range bound from here on.
Global Semi-conductor shortage - Shortage of semiconductors has given
shock waves to the Automobile industry. Companies are forced to go slow on
the shop floor in spite of the fact that there is demand. Semi conductors are
like the brains of devices and help them perform complex functions.
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Thank you and Happy Investing!

Disclaimer
PRSSB Ltd is NOT a SEBI registered Investment Advisor. This document is for the
purpose of information only and is neither a general offer to buy or sell nor
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any stock or invest with us. The delivery of this
document at any time does not imply that information herein is correct as of any
time subsequent to its date. The contents of this document are provisional and may
be subject to change and PRSSB Ltd has no obligation to update any or all of such
information. In the preparation of the material contained in this document, the
information used is based on publicly available data, certain research reports
including information developed in-house. PRSSB Ltd warrants that the contents of
this document are true to the best of its knowledge, however assume no liability for
the relevance, accuracy or completeness of the contents herein. PRSSB Ltd
(including its affiliates) and any of its Partners, officers, employees and other
personnel will not accept any liability, loss, damage of any nature, including but not
limited to direct, indirect, punitive, special, exemplary, consequential, as also any
loss of profit in any way arising from the use of this document in any manner
whatsoever. This document may include certain statements which contain words or
phrases such as “believe”, “expect”, “anticipate”, “estimate”, “intend”, “plan”,
“objective”, “goal”, “project”, "endeavor" and similar expressions or variations of
such expressions that are forward-looking statements. Actual results may differ
materially from those suggested by the forward looking statements due to risks,
uncertainties or assumptions. Prospective investors should make an independent
assessment, and consult their own counsel, business advisor and tax advisor as to
legal, business and tax related matters concerning this document. The information
contained in this document has been prepared for general guidance and does not
constitute a professional advice and no person should act upon any information
contained herein without obtaining specific professional advice. PRSSB Ltd nor its
Affiliates would be held responsible for any reliance placed on the content of this
document or for any decision based on it. Each existing / prospective investor, by
accepting delivery of this document agrees to the foregoing. The investments are
subject to several risk factors including but not limited to political, legal, social,
economic and overall market risks. The recipient alone shall be fully responsible/are
liable for any decision taken on the basis of this document.

